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This Second Edition of the well-received work on design, construction, and operation of
heat exchangers. Demonstrates how to apply theories of fluid mechanics and heat
transfer to practical problems posed by design, testing, and installation of heat
exchangers. Tables and data have been brought up to date, and there is new material
on problems of vibration and fouling, and on optimization of energy use in the chemical
process and manufacturing industries. Covers all basic principles of heat exchanger
design, and addresses many specialized situations encountered in engineering
applications.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. The
Concise, Easy-to-Use Guide to Designing Chemical Process Equipment and Evaluating
Its Performance Trends such as shale-gas resource development call for a deeper
understanding of chemical engineering equipment and design. Chemical Process
Equipment Design complements leading texts by providing concise, focused coverage
of these topics, filling a major gap in undergraduate chemical engineering education.
Richard Turton and Joseph A. Shaeiwitz present relevant design equations, show how
to analyze operation of existing equipment, and offer a practical methodology for
designing new equipment and for solving common problems. Theoretical derivations
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are avoided in favor of working equations, practical computational strategies, and
approximately eighty realistic worked examples. The authors identify which equation
applies to each situation, and show exactly how to use it to design equipment. By the
time undergraduates have worked through this material, they will be able to create
preliminary designs for most process equipment found in a typical chemical plant that
processes gases and/or liquids. They will also learn how to evaluate the performance of
that equipment, even when operating conditions differ from the design case. Coverage
includes Process fluid mechanics: designing and evaluating pumps, compressors,
valves, and other piping systems Process heat transfer: designing and evaluating heat
exchange equipment Separation equipment: understanding fundamental relationships
underlying separation devices, designing them, and assessing their performance
Reactors: basic equations and specific issues relating to chemical reactor equipment
design and performance Other equipment: preliminary analysis and design for pressure
vessels, simple phase-separators (knock-out drums), and steam ejectors This guide
draws on fifty years of innovative chemical engineering instruction at West Virginia
University and elsewhere. It complements popular undergraduate textbooks for
practical courses in fluid mechanics, heat transfer, reactors, or separations; supports
senior design courses; and can serve as a core title in courses on equipment design.
Designed as an undergraduate-level textbook in Chemical Engineering, this studentfriendly, thoroughly class-room tested book, now in its second edition, continues to
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provide an in-depth analysis of chemical engineering thermodynamics. The book has
been so organized that it gives comprehensive coverage of basic concepts and
applications of the laws of thermodynamics in the initial chapters, while the later
chapters focus at length on important areas of study falling under the realm of chemical
thermodynamics. The reader is thus introduced to a thorough analysis of the
fundamental laws of thermodynamics as well as their applications to practical
situations. This is followed by a detailed discussion on relationships among
thermodynamic properties and an exhaustive treatment on the thermodynamic
properties of solutions. The role of phase equilibrium thermodynamics in design,
analysis, and operation of chemical separation methods is also deftly dealt with. Finally,
the chemical reaction equilibria are skillfully explained. Besides numerous illustrations,
the book contains over 200 worked examples, over 400 exercise problems (all with
answers) and several objective-type questions, which enable students to gain an indepth understanding of the concepts and theory discussed. The book will also be a
useful text for students pursuing courses in chemical engineering-related branches
such as polymer engineering, petroleum engineering, and safety and environmental
engineering. New to This Edition • More Example Problems and Exercise Questions in
each chapter • Updated section on Vapour–Liquid Equilibrium in Chapter 8 to highlight
the significance of equations of state approach • GATE Questions up to 2012 with
answers
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This textbook is targetted to undergraduate students in chemical engineering, chemical
technology, and biochemical engineering for courses in mass transfer, separation
processes, transport processes, and unit operations. The principles of mass transfer,
both diffusional and convective have been comprehensively discussed. The application
of these principles to separation processes is explained. The more common separation
processes used in the chemical industries are individually described in separate
chapters. The book also provides a good understanding of the construction, the
operating principles, and the selection criteria of separation equipment. Recent
developments in equipment have been included as far as possible. The procedure of
equipment design and sizing has been illustrated by simple examples. An overview of
different applications and aspects of membrane separation has also been provided.
‘Humidification and water cooling’, necessary in every process indus-try, is also
described. Finally, elementary principles of ‘unsteady state diffusion’ and mass
transfer accompanied by a chemical reaction are covered. SALIENT FEATURES : • A
balanced coverage of theoretical principles and applications. • Important recent
developments in mass transfer equipment and practice are included. • A large number
of solved problems of varying levels of complexities showing the applications of the
theory are included. • Many end-chapter exercises. • Chapter-wise multiple choice
questions. • An Instructors manual for the teachers.
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Evaporation - Diffusion - Distillation - Gas Absorption - Liquid Liquid Extraction Crystallisation - Drying - Appendix I Try yourself - Appendix II Thermal conductivity data
- Appendix III Steam tables
The Definitive, Fully Updated Guide to Separation Process Engineering–Now with a
Thorough Introduction to Mass Transfer Analysis Separation Process Engineering,
Third Edition, is the most comprehensive, accessible guide available on modern
separation processes and the fundamentals of mass transfer. Phillip C. Wankat teaches
each key concept through detailed, realistic examples using real data–including up-todate simulation practice and new spreadsheet-based exercises. Wankat thoroughly
covers each of today's leading approaches, including flash, column, and batch
distillation; exact calculations and shortcut methods for multicomponent distillation;
staged and packed column design; absorption; stripping; and more. In this edition, he
also presents the latest design methods for liquid-liquid extraction. This edition contains
the most detailed coverage available of membrane separations and of sorption
separations (adsorption, chromatography, and ion exchange). Updated with new
techniques and references throughout, Separation Process Engineering, Third Edition,
also contains more than 300 new homework problems, each tested in the author's
Purdue University classes. Coverage includes Modular, up-to-date process simulation
examples and homework problems, based on Aspen Plus and easily adaptable to any
simulator Extensive new coverage of mass transfer and diffusion, including both Fickian
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and Maxwell-Stefan approaches Detailed discussions of liquid-liquid extraction,
including McCabe-Thiele, triangle and computer simulation analyses; mixer-settler
design; Karr columns; and related mass transfer analyses Thorough introductions to
adsorption, chromatography, and ion exchange–designed to prepare students for
advanced work in these areas Complete coverage of membrane separations, including
gas permeation, reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration, pervaporation, and key applications A
full chapter on economics and energy conservation in distillation Excel spreadsheets
offering additional practice with problems in distillation, diffusion, mass transfer, and
membrane separation

"Presents the fundamentals of momentum, heat, and mass transfer from both a
microscopic and a macroscopic perspective. Features a large number of
idealized and real-world examples that we worked out in detail."
This textbook is intended for courses in heat transfer for undergraduates, not only
in chemical engineering and related disciplines of biochemical engineering and
chemical technology, but also in mechanical engineering and production
engineering. The author provides the reader with a very thorough account of the
fundamental principles and their applications to engineering practice, including a
survey of the recent developments in heat transfer equipment.The three basic
modes of heat transfer - conduction, convection and radiation - have been
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comprehensively analyzed and elucidated by solving a wide range of practical
and design-oriented problems. A whole chapter has been devoted to explain the
concept of the heat transfer coefficient to give a feel of its importance in tackling
problems of convective heat transfer. The use of the important heat transfer
correlations has been illustrated with carefully selected examples.
Completely updated, the seventh edition provides engineers with an in-depth look
at the key concepts in the field. It incorporates new discussions on emerging
areas of heat transfer, discussing technologies that are related to
nanotechnology, biomedical engineering and alternative energy. The example
problems are also updated to better show how to apply the material. And as
engineers follow the rigorous and systematic problem-solving methodology,
they'll gain an appreciation for the richness and beauty of the discipline.
This book introduces the fundamental principles of the mass transfer
phenomenon and its diverse applications in process industry. It covers the full
spectrum of techniques for chemical separations and extraction. Beginning with
molecular diffusion in gases, liquids and solids within a single phase, the
mechanism of inter-phase mass transfer is explained with the help of several
theories. The separation operations are explained comprehensively in two
distinct ways—stage-wise contact and continuous differential contact. The primary
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design requirements of gas–liquid equipment are discussed. The book provides a
detailed discussion on all individual gas–liquid, liquid–liquid, solid–gas, and
solid–liquid separation processes. The students are also exposed to the
underlying principles of the membrane-based separation processes. The book is
replete with real applications of separation processes and equipment. Problems
are worked out in each chapter. Besides, problems with answers, short
questions, multiple choice questions with answers are given at the end of each
chapter. The text is intended for a course on mass transfer, transport and
separation processes prescribed for the undergraduate and postgraduate
students of chemical engineering.
Written by a highly regarded author with industrial and academic experience, this
new edition of an established bestselling book provides practical guidance for
students, researchers, and those in chemical engineering. The book includes a
new section on sustainable energy, with sections on carbon capture and
sequestration, as a result of increasing environmental awareness; and a
companion website that includes problems, worked solutions, and Excel
spreadsheets to enable students to carry out complex calculations.
This text allows instructors to teach a course on heat and mass transfer that will
equip students with the pragmatic, applied skills required by the modern chemical
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industry. This new approach is a combined presentation of heat and mass
transfer, maintaining mathematical rigor while keeping mathematical analysis to a
minimum. This allows students to develop a strong conceptual understanding,
and teaches them how to become proficient in engineering analysis of mass
contactors and heat exchangers and the transport theory used as a basis for
determining how critical coefficients depend upon physical properties and fluid
motions. Students will first study the engineering analysis and design of
equipment important in experiments and for the processing of material at the
commercial scale. The second part of the book presents the fundamentals of
transport phenomena relevant to these applications. A complete teaching
package includes a comprehensive instructor's guide, exercises, case studies,
and project assignments.
Designed to give chemical engineers background for managing chemical reactions, this text
examines the behavior of chemical reactions and reactors; conservation equations for reactors;
heterogeneous reactions; fluid-fluid and fluid-solid reaction systems; heterogeneous catalysis
and catalytic kinetics; diffusion and heterogeneous catalysis; and analyses and design of
heterogeneous reactors. 1976 edition.
This broad-based book covers the three major areas of Chemical Engineering. Most of the
books in the market involve one of the individual areas, namely, Fluid Mechanics, Heat
Transfer or Mass Transfer, rather than all the three. This book presents this material in a single
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source. This avoids the user having to refer to a number of books to obtain information. Most
published books covering all the three areas in a single source emphasize theory rather than
practical issues. This book is written with emphasis on practice with brief theoretical concepts
in the form of questions and answers, not adopting stereo-typed question-answer approach
practiced in certain books in the market, bridging the two areas of theory and practice with
respect to the core areas of chemical engineering. Most parts of the book are easily
understandable by those who are not experts in the field. Fluid Mechanics chapters include
basics on non-Newtonian systems which, for instance find importance in polymer and food
processing, flow through piping, flow measurement, pumps, mixing technology and fluidization
and two phase flow. For example it covers types of pumps and valves, membranes and areas
of their use, different equipment commonly used in chemical industry and their merits and
drawbacks. Heat Transfer chapters cover the basics involved in conduction, convection and
radiation, with emphasis on insulation, heat exchangers, evaporators, condensers, reboilers
and fired heaters. Design methods, performance, operational issues and maintenance
problems are highlighted. Topics such as heat pipes, heat pumps, heat tracing, steam traps,
refrigeration, cooling of electronic devices, NOx control find place in the book. Mass transfer
chapters cover basics such as diffusion, theories, analogies, mass transfer coefficients and
mass transfer with chemical reaction, equipment such as tray and packed columns, column
internals including structural packings, design, operational and installation issues, drums and
separators are discussed in good detail. Absorption, distillation, extraction and leaching with
applications and design methods, including emerging practices involving Divided Wall and
Petluk column arrangements, multicomponent separations, supercritical solvent extraction find
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place in the book.
About the Book: Salient features: A number of Complex problems along with the solutions are
provided Objective type questions for self-evaluation and better understanding of the subject
Problems related to the practical aspects of the subject have been worked out Checking the
authenticity of dimensional homogeneity in case of all derived equations Validation of
numerical solutions by cross checking Plenty of graded exercise problems from simple to
complex situations are included Variety of questions have been included for the clear grasping
of the basic principles Redrawing of all the figures for more clarity and understanding Radiation
shape factor charts and Heisler charts have also been included Essential tables are included
The basic topics have been elaborately discussed Presented in a more better and fresher way
Contents: An Overview of Heat Transfer Steady State Conduction Conduction with Heat
Generation Heat Transfer with Extended Surfaces (FINS) Two Dimensional Steady Heat
Conduction Transient Heat Conduction Convection Convective Heat Transfer Practical
Correlation Flow Over Surfaces Forced Convection Natural Convection Phase Change
Processes Boiling, Condensation, Freezing and Melting Heat Exchangers Thermal Radiation
Mass Transfer
Convective Heat and Mass Transfer, Second Edition, is ideal for the graduate level study of
convection heat and mass transfer, with coverage of well-established theory and practice as
well as trending topics, such as nanoscale heat transfer and CFD. It is appropriate for both
Mechanical and Chemical Engineering courses/modules.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
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States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
The entire bookhas been throughly revised and a large number of solved examples under
heading Additional/Typical Worked Examples (Questions selected from various Universities
and Competitive Examinations)have been added at the end of the book.

"The fourth edition of Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering is a completely
revised version of the book. It combines authoritative coverage of the principles
of chemical reaction engineering with an unsurpassed focus on critical thinking
and creative problem solving, employing open-ended questions and stressing the
Socratic method. Clear and organized, it integrates text, visuals, and computer
simulations to help readers solve even the most challenging problems through
reasoning, rather than by memorizing equations."--BOOK JACKET.
Introduction to Quantum Mechanics covers quantum mechanics from a timedependent perspective in a unified way from beginning to end. Intended for upperPage 12/16
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level undergraduate and graduate courses this text will change the way people
think about and teach quantum mechanics in chemistry and physics
departments.
This book offers several solutions or approaches in solving mass transfer
problems for different practical chemical engineering applications: measurements
of the diffusion coefficients, estimation of the mass transfer coefficients, mass
transfer limitation in separation processes like drying, extractions, absorption,
membrane processes, mass transfer in the microbial fuel cell design, and
problems of the mass transfer coupled with the heterogeneous combustion. I
believe this book can provide its readers with interesting ideas and inspirations or
direct solutions of their particular problems.
Use of Adsorbents for the Removal of Pollutants from Wastewater describes the
most commonly occurring industrial effluents, and presents direct means and
methodologies for treating them. In addition to its excellent introduction to
pollutants, this book contains all of the basics you need for understanding the
characteristics and applications of adsorbent materials. With this book, you can
choose from a wide variety of traditional and novel adsorbents, including
alternative, relatively inexpensive adsorbents.
The most complete guide of its kind, this is the standard handbook for chemical
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and process engineers. All new material on fluid flow, long pipe, fractionators,
separators and accumulators, cooling towers, gas treating, blending,
troubleshooting field cases, gas solubility, and density of irregular solids. This
substantial addition of material will also include conversion tables and a new
appendix, “Shortcut Equipment Design Methods.”This convenient volume helps
solve field engineering problems with its hundreds of common sense techniques,
shortcuts, and calculations. Here, in a compact, easy-to-use format, are practical
tips, handy formulas, correlations, curves, charts, tables, and shortcut methods
that will save engineers valuable time and effort. Hundreds of common sense
techniques and calculations help users quickly and accurately solve day-to-day
design, operations, and equipment problems.
Best-selling introductory chemical engineering book - now updated with far more
coverage of biotech, nanotech, and green engineering • •Thoroughly covers
material balances, gases, liquids, and energy balances. •Contains new biotech
and bioengineering problems throughout. •Adds new examples and homework
on nanotechnology, environmental engineering, and green engineering. •All-new
student projects chapter. •Self-assessment tests, discussion problems,
homework, and glossaries in each chapter. Basic Principles and Calculations in
Chemical Engineering, 8/e, provides a complete, practical, and student-friendly
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introduction to the principles and techniques of modern chemical, petroleum, and
environmental engineering. The authors introduce efficient and consistent
methods for solving problems, analyzing data, and conceptually understanding a
wide variety of processes. This edition has been revised to reflect growing
interest in the life sciences, adding biotechnology and bioengineering problems
and examples throughout. It also adds many new examples and homework
assignments on nanotechnology, environmental, and green engineering, plus
many updates to existing examples. A new chapter presents multiple student
projects, and several chapters from the previous edition have been condensed
for greater focus. This text's features include: • •Thorough introductory coverage,
including unit conversions, basis selection, and process measurements. •Short
chapters supporting flexible, modular learning. •Consistent, sound strategies for
solving material and energy balance problems. •Key concepts ranging from
stoichiometry to enthalpy. •Behavior of gases, liquids, and solids. •Many tables,
charts, and reference appendices. •Self-assessment tests, thought/discussion
problems, homework problems, and glossaries in each chapter.
Emphasizes the design, control and functioning of various unit operations - offering
shortcut methods of calculation along with computer and nomographic solution
techniques. Provides practical sections on conversion to and from SI units and cost
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indexes for quick updating of all cost information.;This book is designed for mechanical,
chemical, process design, project, and materials engineers and continuing-education
courses in these disciplines.
A thorough introduction to the fundamentals and applications of microscopic and
macroscopic mass transfer.
Mass-transfer OperationsMcGraw-Hill Science, Engineering & MathematicsSolutions
Manual to Accompany Mass-transfer OperationsSolutions Manual to Accompany Masstransfer Operations, Third EditionMass TransferPrinciples and OperationsPHI Learning
Pvt. Ltd.
Uses a large number of industrially-significant problems to convey an in-depth
understanding of modern calculation procedures. Includes numerous topical examples
and problems, and both conventional and SI units.
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